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USE OF MODIFIED INIT SEGMENT TO ENHANCE STARTUP DELAY OF 
ADAPTIVE STREAMING 
ABSTRACT 
A system and method are proposed to decrease the startup delay in playback of a media 
file. The startup delay is overcome by combining the manifest, the init segment, and media 
chunks into a single entity called init chunk. The client plays the init chunk for the first few 
seconds (e.g., 2-4 seconds), and the init chunk is hosted to the server in addition to the normal 
manifest. While the video in the init chunk is being played, the client processes the manifest and 
downloads the next media segment. Once the next media segment is downloaded,  then client 
downloads and plays further media segments in the normal way, not using init chunk. The init 
chunk helps in overcoming the overhead of downloading separate files and the additional delay 
to parse the manifest. 
BACKGROUND 
There are many adaptive streaming technologies currently available for downloading and 
playing video/audio files. Playback is an option with these technologies for playing the 
video/audio file recurrently. When a user tries to play back a video/audio file, there would be a 
time delay from the moment the client decides to play the video, till the first frame is actually 
drawn on the screen. The adaptive streaming technology is required to download the manifest, 
the init segment, and media chunks before streaming starts. The downloading and processing of 
the above files determines the startup delay, which is critical to user experience. 
Some technologies work around the startup delay by predicting the user’s preference and 
downloading candidate videos to the device in advance. This removes initial download delay and 
improves the user experience but incurs data drain, since multiple candidate files may have to be 
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downloaded and discarded. Further, this technology is suitable only for a device with a large 
storage capacity and is not advisable on a network where traffic incurs significant cost.  
DESCRIPTION 
A system and method are proposed to decrease startup delay in playback of a media file. 
The init segment, manifest, and media segment required to play back a few seconds of video are 
combined together into a single entity called the “init chunk.” The client plays the init chunk for 
the first few seconds, and the init chunk is hosted to the server in addition to the normal manifest. 
The media segment included with the init chunk could play for a short time, say, 2-4 seconds. 
While the video in the init chunk is being played, the client processes the manifest in the init 
chunk and downloads the next media segment. Once the next media segment is downloaded,  the 
client downloads and plays further media segments in the normal way, not using init chunk. 
The implementation of the proposed system and method requires change to the client side 
application logic and hosting a file (of maximum size of ~500 kb corresponding to the init 
chunk) to the streaming server. The disclosed method is not limited to any particular adaptive 
streaming technology. For example, it could be used with HLS, DASH, Smooth Streaming or 
and other applicable adaptive streaming technique. 
Using an init chunk in adaptive streaming as disclosed has additional advantages. Firstly, 
the network overhead of downloading separate files for starting the video is avoided. When the 
client downloads the init segment and media segment files separately, there is an additional delay 
for each file (e.g. http processing delay or server-side processing time). This overhead gets even 
larger if the files are located in separate servers since the client will have overhead of DNS query 
and TCP connection setup.  
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A second advantage of the method is that delay to parse the manifest is avoided. Since the 
init chunk already has init segment and media segments to play for the first few seconds, the 
client can instantly play the init segment after downloading. There is thus no delay in processing 
the manifest. Without this init chunk, a client is required to process the entire manifest after 
downloading it in order to extract information about media segments for further download. On 
mobile devices with limited processing power, parsing the manifest can take a few hundred 
milliseconds and constitute >10% of overall startup delay, which is significant. 
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